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FEMALE INFANTICIDE
AND
THE RAJ
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his essay examines the practice of female infanticide in Kathiawar, a region of Gujarat in western
India, at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of
the nineteenth centuries and the attempts of the British, notably
Alexander Walker, to suppress it. It also considers how Walker's
actions, while motivated by unquestionably humanitarian impulses,
were directed, too, at the consolidation of Empire. It qualifies a view of
the Raj, propagated around the middle of the nineteenth century by
missionaries such as James Pegg and John Wilson, which is still heard
in certain circles today, namely, that "[a] deep sense of ethical responsi
bility [was] one of the principal characteristics of the British colonial
era," and that British rulers were willing to resort to force of arms to
fulfill this responsibility.^ Rather, I maintain that the founders of
Empire were not necessarily driven by a moral vision but realized that
they had to rule through improvisation, accommodation, negotiation.
^ Tke quotation is from William Roger Louis^ ed., Oxford History of the British Empire^ qtd.
Benurd Porter, "An Awfully big colonul adventure: The stupendous A^riety of Empire-and
its historians,** TLS (14 January, 2000), 5. See alsoJ[ames] Pegg, lndia*s Cries toBritish Humanity^
relative to the Suttee, Infanticide .„and Slavery in India, 2"*^ ed. (London: Ward and Company,
1844); John Wilson, History of the Suppression of Infanticide in Western India under the
Government of Bombay (Bombay: Smith, Taylor, 1855). On British willingness to use force,see
Philip Mason, The Men Who Rtded India, 1 vols. (Vol. 1 London: Jonathan Cape, 1953; Vol. 2
New York; St. Martin's Press, 1954).
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and compromise. They were never able to make their will prevail in its
entirety but had to collaborate with native elites and use bluff and
force, strike bargains, and remain flexible. They instituted social
reforms in India, and they used force, but their primary concern was
political. In 1829 Lord William Bentinck, the Indian governor general,
made sati (the practice of forcibly burning widows on their husbands'
funeral pyres) a criminal offense, claiming that he was doing so because
"the first and primary object of my heart is the benefit of the Hindus."
But, as Sakuntala Narasimhan and Lata Mani point out, he also
instructed British soldiers at an earlier date not to "forcibly prohibit"
the practice lest their interference in Hindu customs should cause
disaffection. When he finally abolished it, he did so secure in the
knowledge that British power had grown so strong that the move
would have no repercussions on Empire: "Now that we are supreme,
my opinion is in favor of abolition."^ "Ethical responsibility" took
second place to political considerations.
It was the same with Walker. In 1807, while encamped in Kathiawar, a region of Gujarat, his suspicions that a clan known as the jadejas
practiced female infanticide were confirmed by a local trader called
Sunderji Sivaji. Sivaji urged Walker to use force to end the practice. But
Walker demurred though he had a military detachment with him. He
claimed that his unwillingness to follow Sivaji's advice was born of the
realization that force was not enough to eradicate the evil but that what
was needed was a change of heart.' The truth was more complex. He
had been instructed in a letter of 31 July 1806 from the British
government in Calcutta to avoid all force because "the speculative
success of [his] projea cannot be considered to justify the prosecution
of measures which may expose to hazard the essential interests of the
State.That is, ending female infanticide was not as important for the
British as avoiding actions that might cause disgruntlement against their
presence in India, and Walker had no difficulty in adhering to this
point of view.
^ Sakuntala Narasimkan, Sati A Study of Widow Burning in India (New DeUuiViking, 1990),
153-67; Lata Mani, Contentious Traditions: The Debate on Sati in Colonial India ^eikeley:
University of California Press, 1998), 24.
^ Edward Moor, Hindu Infanticide, AnAccount ofthe Measures Adoptedfor Suppressing thePractice
of Systematic Murder by their Parents ofFeTnale Infants (London: J. Johnson, 1811), 28,119.
^ John Wilson, History of the St^fpression ofInfanticide in Western India, 65; Lalita panigrahi,
British Social Policy and Female Infanticide in India (Delhi: Munshiram Khmoluilal, 1972), 48.
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The suppression of female infanticide, however desirable in itself,
became part of the British way of bringing Gujarat under domination.
Realizing that the Jadejas would not give up the practice without
wresting concessions from the British,Walker entered into byzantine
deal-making with them. He found himself now seeking the help of their
chiefs, now flattering, now threatening, now making concessions, now
deferring to Hindu beliefs and superstititons, setting ruler against ruler,
entering alliances with certain groups in order to bring other groups to
heel, and establishing a network of espionage throughout Kathiawar.
In short, the methods he used to bring an end to female infanticide are
also the methods by which one culture establishes hegemony over
another. Kanti B. Pakrisi points out that Walker's reforms were a way
by which the East India Company was able to penetrate the most
private aspects of the domestic lives of the Kathiawari people.' How
many children were born in a community and of what gender, how
many women were pregnant at a given time, who was present when a
woman gave birth—by making these and other related issues legitimate
areas of British concern. Walker succeeded in making child murder and
questions of morality intersect with British colonialism. The moral
imperative of suppressing child murder became, in fact, a way of
gaining political power.
And not just political power. James Pegg quotes W. Cracroft, a
magistrate at Jaunpur, as saying in May 1819 that female infanticide
"must be a great check to population in a country which is far from
having arrived at its greatest extent of cultivation.'" Walker shared this
view though he was not able to back it up with economic data. On 15
March 1818, he wrote to Jonathan Duncan, the governor of Bombay,
that female infanticide needed to be extirpated because it tends "to
diminish population and to alienate the natural affections of mankind."'
That is, not only was the custom against humanity, it was also harmful
to the economic interests of Empire. It is revealing that over and over
again he talks of Jadejas who have "preserved" or "destroyed" thendaughters. It is as if he sees girls not as persons in need of nurture or as
having innate human rights but as livestock which it is better to
preserve than to slaughter.
® Kanti B. Pakiisi, Female Infanticide in India (Calcutta: Editions India [1979]), 9.
* Pegg, Indians Cn«, 166.
' Qtd. Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 43.
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British commentators who wrote on the subject of female infanticide
in India, whether Walker or Moor or Pegg or Cave-Brown, were all
aware that the custom of killing newborn children was not peculiar to
India.® Interestingly, though they found analogies among ancient
Spartans and modern Chinese and Arabs, only Cave-Brown, who was
an anthropologist, talked of infanticide among the British.' One reason
for this might have simply been racial discomfort; for a nation in a
process of gaining control over another, it might have been disconcert
ing to have to admit that the social evils they found among the people
about to be conquered were present in the society of the conquerors as
well. But another reason might have been ignorance. British soldiers
and civil servants like Walker left Britain at an early age (Philip Mason
tells us that Sir John Malcolm was only thirteen when he enlisted) and
spent their entire careers away from Britain. The slowness and
uncertain nature of communications at the end of the eighteenth and
the early part of the nineteenth century inevitably meant that they
soon lost touch with social realities in Britain. Or perhaps they could
see no parallels between the Jadejas' killing of newborn daughters and
British instances of infanticide which were not gender-based and the
result not of social practices but of social conventions which stigma
tized unwed mothers.
All who wrote on female infanticide in India commented on both
how much more widespread the phenomenon was than in other
societies that practiced it, and on the fact that the reasons for it in India
were different from those in other parts of the world and had nothing
to do with religion; indeed, the custom was contrary to what Hinduism
taught. Bishop Heber summed up the reasons that motivated the Jadejas
thus: "Pride, poverty, and avarice are in league with superstition to
perpetuate these horrors."'® In order to understand the justness of this
remark we need to understand something of the culture and history of
the Jadejas as well as know something of the areas they inhabited.
* Moor, Hindu Infanticidsy 83, 254-78; Pegg, India's CrieSy 114-29; Jokn Cave-Brown, Indian
Infanticide: Its Origin,Progress, and Suppression (London: W.H. Allen, 1857), 1-3.
* Cave-Brown, Indian Infanticide, 19.
Qtd. Cave-Brown, Indian Infanticide, 3.
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The Jadejas claimed to be high-caste Rajputs, the noble land
owning group of the Hindu warrior caste. They occupied (and still do)
Kathiawar, an ethnically distinct region of Gujarat in India, which
sticks into the Arabian Sea and is flanked by the Gulf of Cambay in the
south and the Gulf of Kutch in the north. Walker had placed the
population of Kathiawar at around two million, but Wilson thought
that it was somewhat smaller. Walker also estimated that of this
number, about 120,000 were Jadejas."
The usual Jadeja justification for female infanticide was that in
antiquity a prophecy had been made to a Rajput king that he would
lose sovereignty through one of his female progeny, and to forestall the
prophecy coming true he had all his daughters killed; since then the
Jadejas have continued the practice." However, Walker was told that
a Jadeja king in antiquity had a daughter who was so accomplished that
no groom could be found for her of equal merit or rank. Thereupon
the Rajguru or family priest advised that the girl should be killed, for
it would be a great reproach upon the king if she were to remain
unmarried. At first the king rejected the idea, but the Rajguru said that
he would himself kill the girl and thus take the sin on himself,
whereupon the king agreed. The practice has continued since."
Walker conjectured that the practice may have originated when,
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Sindh, where the Jadejas
originally lived, came under Muslim control. Many of the non-Jadeja
Rajputs who lived there, and among whom the Jadejas intermarried,
became converts to Islam and very few Rajputs were left to whom
Jadeja girls could be married. Since to have an unmarried grown-up girl
living at home was regarded by the Rajputs as a blot on the family
honor, they took to killing off infant girls at birth. When they moved
out of Sindh into Kutch and later on to Kathiawar, where other
Rajputs lived, they continued the custom. They had a very inflated
notion of their superiority over these other Rajputs and thought it
dishonorable to give their daughters in marriage to men of inferior
rank. They could, of course, travel further afield into the rest of
Gujarat or the neighboring Rajputana to find suitable husbands for
their daughters, but the expense involved was great. The other Rajputs
" Moor, Hindu Infanticide, 60; Wibon, History ofthe Suppression of Infanticide, 58.
" Cave-Brown, Indian Infanticide, 8.
" Moor, Hindu Infanticide, 45-46.
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asked for huge dowries which the Jadejas could not afford. And the
Jadejas thought that their sense of pride in their greatness was compro
mised by having to supplicate a groom for their daughters. In tradi
tional Hindu society a girl's family was regarded as being inferior to the
groom's, and the bride's father had to perform rituals such as feeding
the groom before himself, which he would consider to be demeaning.
Rather than suffer what they considered to be a series of humiliations,
and risk impoverishment through the giving of big dowries, not to
mention the dangers attendant on traveling long distances and into
unknown territory, they chose the expedient of female infanticide.
Walker was easily able to ascertain that the practice was wide
spread among the Jadejas for they made no effort to conceal it, but
found it impossible to determine how many girls were killed annually.
Sunderji Sivaji, writing to Walker on 13 August, 1805, estimated that
the Jadejas killed between 500 and 600 girls every year. On the other
hand, an anonymous correspondent whom Walker identifies merely as
an "intelligent native" put the number of girls destroyed in Kathiawar
at about 5000. Walker himself was inclined to a figure somewhere
between that of Sivaji and his anonymous correspondent, and said that
the lowest reasonable estimate would be that about 1000 to 1100 girls
were killed each year in Kathiawar." Perhaps, as Panigrahi has argued,
the incidence of female infanticide increased or decreased depending
upon economic conditions, whether a war had been fought recently,
and how settled social conditions were.'^
Some Jadejas preserved their daughters. Walker records that
Dadaji, the ruler of Rajkot, and Hutaji, the ruler of Kotara Sangani, had
preserved their daughters out of genuine love, though Rajkot was
impoverished and would find it difficult to pay dowry, and Hutaji was
a robber and reputed to be a cruel man. In fact, the latter was so proud
of his girls that when Walker visited his principality he brought them
along for Walker to see and even prevailed upon him to vaccinate them
against small pox. Both the girls. Walker noted, were dressed as boys
and very friendly."
In a similar vein Walker notes that the chief of Kersura has also
preserved his daughter. He was going to order her to be killed, but
" Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 34, 61-62, 63.
Panigrahi, British Social Policy,18.
** Moor, Hindu Infanticide,67.
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changed his mind when an Arab soldier in his service renounced all
arrears in pay due to him on condition that the girl would be spared.
Another Jadeja, Mokaji of Anandghar, was so opposed to the practice
of female infanticide that he gave up cohabiting with his wife for fear
of producing female offspring. Since he had no children, there was a
danger that he might die intestate. So the ruler of Gondal, under whom
Anandghar lay, enjoined him to have sex with his wife and agreed that
none of the daughters who might be born would be killed. Since that
time Mokaji has had four daughters and no sons. Some Jadejas taunt
him, but he does not mind and has been able to marry his daughters off
to the rulers of important kingdoms. He has, moreover, become a
Kabir panthi or follower of a sect that venerates the saint Kabir, a
Muslim who was also venerated by the Hindus. Kabir panthis reject
dogma, superstition, and religious formalism in favor of sincerity of
devotion and good works.^''
The Jadejas, being exogamous, sought brides for their menfolk
from among non-Jadeja Rajputs. They were willing to marry women
from among Rajput clans that they considered inferior to themselves,
though when it came to their daughters' marriage (assuming that they
had preserved their daughters), the grooms always had to come from
clans that they regarded as at least equal in rank. While many Jadeja
men found brides from among the Rajput clan of Jhalas of whom there
was a fair sprinkling in Kathiawar, Jadeja fathers were willing to
undertake the expense and travails of journeying to other parts of India
as well for the sake of finding suitable brides for their sons, though they
would not undertake similar exertions on behalf of their daughters.
Neither the Jhalas nor the other Rajput clans who gave their daughters
in marriage to the Jadejas practiced female infanticide. However, upon
marriage into Jadeja families, their women adopted Jadeja customs, and
so situations could and did arise where a Jhala woman who had married
a Jadeja would not allow any of her daughters to survive while her
sister married to a non-Jadeja Rajput might have a number of
daughters."
Though Jadeja men were not rigidly bound by considerations of
rank and wealth when choosing brides, a number of them remained
unmarried. Consequently, prostitution thrived in areas inhabited by
Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 64, 65, 66-67.
" Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 68; Paoigralii, British Social Policyy 10,11.
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Jadejas, and some men, unable to find brides, took to keeping concu
bines who were non-Rajput women of lower castes and socially inferior
ranks. When a daughter was born of such liaisons, she was not killed
because she was not considered to be a Jadeja. Instead, she would be
brought lup in a menial capacity and either sold into slavery or married
to a Muslim or a dependent of lower caste and rank, or used as a
Jadeja's concubine." When a Jadeja who had such concubines died, the
concubines sometimes committed sati though his legally wedded wives,
if he had any, did not. Walker reports that when the grandfather of the
then ruler of Kutch died, fifteen of his slaves and concubines, including
two Muslim and one African woman, committed sati on his pyre, but
none of his wives did so.^°
Unlike sati, which was a ritual act carried out in public, female
infanticide was an extremely private act performed indoors in secret by
the women of the family. No males, and no outsiders, were involved.
Women gave birth at home and were attended only by other female
members of the family and female servants, slaves, and the family
priestess if there was one. Before the woman went into labor, her
husband would have apprised the family of his wishes regarding the
new-born should she be female, and his wishes were carried out
irrespective of what the mother wanted. He could decide to preserve
his daughter, but if he wanted her destroyed, the mother's wishes to the
contrary were of no avail. If, by chance, the father had not expressed
any wish concerning the new-born girl, it was assumed that he wanted
the girl killed.^^
There were various ways of committing female infanticide.
According to rumor, many were drowned in pails of milk which were
kept ready for this purpose in delivery rooms, or else in milk-filled
pools that had been dug for the occasion. However, Walker discounted
those rumors which, he said, originated from the expression deekri na
dudhpilarut or giving the infant girl milk to drink. Rather, these words
implied that the mother should coat her nipples with opium and give
them to the child to suck. Wassonji Eswarji, one of Walker's corre
spondents, informed him that another method was for the attendants

" Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 70-72; Panigralii, British Social Policy^ 12.
Moor, Hindu Infanticidcy 71.
Moor, Hindu Infanticidcy 53-54.
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to place the infant's after-birth on her mouth, thus asphyxiating her.^
Sometimes the baby was strangled, or allowed to die of exposure, or the
mother would simply not feed it and it would starve to death.
Disposal of the dead infant was unceremonious. Though Hindus
generally cremate their dead, a different practice was followed in this
case. The body would be placed unwashed and naked in a basket and
buried. Often the job was performed by one of the attendant servant
women. In Kutch the task fell to the female priestess, and she would be
paid a coin equivalent to one-third of a rupee, or about eight pence, and
given a free meal.^' Sometimes the interment would take place inside
the house, even in the room where the birth had taken place, but
usually the corpse would be buried in the yard. There were no
witnesses and no tears though the mother might grieve inwardly.
Nobody was informed of the birth or death of the female infant, and
no rituals associated with a death in the family were performed.

Female infanticide was widespread in India when the British arrived. In
the seventeenth century the emperor Jahangir had issued orders
banning it, and in 1731 Jai Singh of Jaipur, himself a Rajput, not only
outlawed it but also tried to tackle its underlying causes by imposing a
ceiling on the dowry that could be paid at a daughter's wedding.^^ But
the prartice continued.
The first Englishman to discover the existence of female infanti
cide was Jonathan Duncan who, when he was Resident at Banaras in
1789, found that it was practiced by the Rajkumars, a community of
about 40,000 strong who lived in and around Jaunpur. On 2 October
1789 he wrote to Lord Cornwallis, the governor general, of its practice;
and three weeks later, on 26 October, he wrote again to say that he had
prevailed upon several Rajkumars to abandon its practice. On 17
December he signed an agreement with the Rajkumars to that effect.^®

^ Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 53-54.
" Pakrisi, Female Infanticide^ 33, 44; Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 53, 54, 56.
Cave-Brown, Indian Infanticide^ 21; Panigrabi, British Social Policyy 17.
^ Moor, Female Infanticidcy 4; Wilson, Historyy 39,41; Cave-Brown, Indian Infanticide^ 26-7;
Panigrabi, British Social Policy y 16.
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The speed with which Duncan was able to effect a transformation
among the Rajkumars is startling. We do not know how he managed
it. His only comment on the practice, apart from reporting its
existence, was that it was most likely practiced because of the difficulty
that the Rajkumars experienced in finding suitable grooms for their
daughters and raising sufficient dowry—the same reasons, we may
notice, that accounted for its practice among the Rajputs of Jaipur or
the Jadejas of Kathiawar. But though records of how Duncan succeeded
are nonexistent, the agreement that he signed can be read in James
Pegg's India's Cries to British Humanity. In it the Rajkumars agree that
not only is female infanticide not sanctioned by Hinduism but the
Scriptures also hold out the severest strictures against it. According to
the Brahma Vyvanta Purana, killing a female is the greatest of sins and
he who commits it shall go to hell and be gnawed at by worms for as
many years as there are hairs on a woman's body, and then be born a
leper, and then an untouchable, and finally the servant of a Brahmin
before he can be exonerated. If killing a Brahmin is as sinful as killing
a hundred cows, killing a woman is as bad as killing a hundred
Brahmins, and killing a child tantamount to killing a hundred women.
Therefore the Rajkumars agree to sin no more in this direction (143).
Duncan became governor of Bombay Presidency in 1795. On a
visit to Gujarat in 1800, he was informed by Kerpa Ram, the minister
of the Nawab of Surat, that local Rajput women often starved their
newborn girls to death. Four years later, on 8 January, 1804, he was
conversing in Bombay with a woman named Gajra Bai. She was
originally from Kutch but had married into a family related to the
Gaikwars of Baroda. On being widowed she had returned to her home
in Kutch and was in Bombay on a visit. She casually let drop that
though she had been preserved by her parents, it was not the practice
among people in Kutch to allow daughters to live. Thereupon Duncan
questioned her closely and discovered that the Jadejas drowned their
newborn girls in milk. Their menfolk married women from clans
where this practice did not prevail.^'
On 27 May, 1805, Duncan instructed Alexander Walker, Resident
at the Court of the Gaikwar in Baroda, to end the practice in Kutch

" Moor, Hindu Infanticide, 16,17-19.
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and Kathiawar to the extent that he could with the help of all Indians
who were in a position to assist.^^
In 1807 Walker undertook a mission to Kathiawar with a
detachment of troops. He set up camp just outside Morvi, one of the
leading principalities of Kathiawar, because its ruler Jehaji had been in
correspondence with him for some years. Jehaji wanted to cultivate the
favor of the British and had, on occasion, written to Walker that he was
not in favor of killing off female infants, though his family followed the
practice out of a sense of expediency and because all the other Jadejas
did so.^' Therefore Walker had hopes that he would be able to prevail
upon Morvi to abandon the custom altogether.
However, as Walker was later to admit, success proved to be
unexpectedly difficult. Daily he would send messages and letters to the
ruler of Morvi on the subject, and daily Morvi would reply, but no
agreement appeared in sight. Walker decided to enlist the royal ladies
of Morvi on his side, hoping that because they came from families
where female infanticide was not practiced, and because many of them
had had their infant daughters killed, they would be amenable to the
appeal of humanity. Jehaji's mother was noted for her "prudence,
propriety of conduct, and a benevolent disposition." She would
recognize that if Morvi abandoned the practice and gained British favor
thereby, the British could help the principality out in its "embarrassed
state of [financial] affairs."^' Here, too, however. Walker drew a blank.
Like her son Jehaji, at first the lady seemed open to Walker's sugges
tions, but eventually told him that as a woman she could do nothing
and only Jehaji could decide.
Walker discovered that the reason he was being stalled was not
because the Morvi family had any insuperable objections to abandoning
female infanticide. Rather, they were holding on to the practice in
order to wrest concessions from the British. This became apparent
when on 20 September, 1807, Sunderji Sivaji, who had been sent to
Morvi for negotiations, informed Walker that Jehaji had told him that
he would sign an agreement "provided you [Walker] will cause the
village which BABAJI has taken, to be restored."'®

Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 19,32,35-36.
Moor, Hindu Infanticidcy 39, 87.
" Moor, Hindu Infanticidcy 89-90.
^^lAooty Hindu Infanticide, 109.
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Walker now faced a dilemma: should he give in to Morvi's
demands (which he had the power to grant) and thus achieve the
immediate cessation of female infanticide there, or risk the continua
tion of the practice by asserting that the British were not given to such
deal makings? He chose the latter course and replied the same day that
"the relinquishment of the custom of Infanticide must be uncondi
tional." In doing so he was upholding the image of the British as
incorruptible plain dealers who did not use questionable means in order
to achieve moral ends. But he was careful not to put the matter this
way. Instead, he decided to make Jehaji feel guilty at having violated the
norms of humanity and his religion by having proposed the deal, and
told him that if he gave up the practice voluntarily, he would not only
be acting from the natural affection of parents for children but would
also be in consonance with the principles of the Hindu religion. A
further blandishment of a more practical nature was held put: by
making the right choice Jehaji would ensure for himself "the friendship
and favour of the [East India] Company's government."'^
Walker's strategy did not work. The next day Jehaji, instead of
signaling his acceptance, sent another set of demands: "I am much
annoyed by Mallia [a neighboring State]—if therefore you reduce
Mallia, and keep it subject to the Company or give it to me, as well as
restore Hurralla—ii you should favour me so much, my present distress
will be removed, and I will meet your wishes in preserving my
daughters."'^
Sunderji Sivaji was so disgusted with this reply that he wanted
Walker to use British troops to enforce an agreement. But Walker
decided to wait it out. He sent more messengers to Morvi, sought more
conferences. Finally the whole thing boiled down to a matter of
precedence and prestige. Not wanting to be seen as being the first to
capitulate, Jehaji informed Walker that he would renounce female
infanticide if the British could get similar agreements signed first by the
Rao of Kutch and the Jam of Nawanagar. Walker knew that Kutch was
a hopeless case. Nawanagar was an unknown quantity. However, he
knew that the Chief of Gondal was keen to abandon female infanticide
and sign an agreement with the British to that effect. Therefore he
negotiated with Morvi to get the latter to agree to substitute Gon.dal for
Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 110.
Moor, Hindu Infanticide., 111.
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Kutch. Morvi knew Gondal's position, and the fact that he agreed
without too much difficulty showed, Walker thought, that the Jadejas
practiced female infanticide for no greater reason than that it was the
universal custom among their clan.^'
By now word had spread throughout Kathiawar that the
British were egging the Jadejas on to end the practice. A
number of petty Jadeja chiefs had aligned themselves with
Walker owing to their financially depressed and dependent
circumstances. They now told him that all of them were
willing to sign a declaration ending their adherence to the
custom. Had Walker been aaing out of merely humanitarian
motives, he would have accepted this offer with alacrity, for
by doing so he would be instrumental in having many girls
preserved. But because his motives were political as well, he
counseled the chiefs to wait: "their early formal acquiescence
would not have the force of example with any of the superior
chiefs, and would rather prejudice the cause. Therefore he
' allowed the practice to continue a little longer till "the
superior chiefs" could be brought around.
Of the more important Jadeja principalities, the one most ready to give
up female infanticide was Gondal. Walker now shifted camp from near
Morvi to Kandorna which was closer to Gondal and where he knew
that Wassonji Eswarji, the prime minister of Gondal, was visiting. In
Kandorna he invited Eswarji to move into camp with him and
conversed with him frequently. Eswarji, he found, was "sensible and
respectable," and agreed, on returning to Gondal, to get an agreement
signed by the Chief
In this he was successful, for shortly after leaving for Gondal he
returned to Walker's camp with a deed which said that both the East
India Company and the Gaikwar had been instrumental in convincing
the Chief that female infanticide was against religious practices. Then,
following closely the language of the agreement that Duncan had signed
with the Rajkumars of Jaunpur in 1789, it declared that in Hindu
Moor, Hindu Infanticidey 92.
^ Moor, Hindu Infanticidcy 93.
Moor, Hindu Infanticide^ 93.
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Scriptures "it is written that it is as great an offence to kill an embryo
as a Brahman-, that to kill one woman is as great a sin as a hundred
Brahmans-, that to put one child to death is as great a transgression
against the divine laws, as to kill a hundred women; and that the
perpetrators of this sin shall be damned to Hell where [they] shall be
infested with as many maggots as [they] may have hairs on [their] body;
be born again a leper, and debilitated in all [their] members."'^
Once Gondal signed the agreement, every Jadeja chief, including
Morvi, fell in line with the exception of the Jam of Nawanagar. The
Jam first argued that he would sign an agreement that bound his
relatives but not himself and his immediate family. But by now Walker
was holding the trumps and he rejected the request. Thereupon the Jam
said that he would sign if there was an abatement of revenue that he
was required to pay the Gaikwar. His argument was that if he were to
preserve his daughters he would need more money for their dowries.
When even this request was turned down, and he found that all the
other Jadeja chiefs were now siding with the British on this issue, he
finally yielded.'^ On 25 January, 1808, Walker was able to write to
Duncan in Bombay that all the Jadejas of Kathiawar had agreed to give
up female infanticide. A more detailed report followed on 15 March
1808, in which Walker explained that the Jadejas had agreed to police
themselves, and that those guilty of violating the agreement would pay
a fine to the British which, in the initial stages, would remain moderate
till the reform took root.^®
Walker ended his tour of Kathiawar at the end of 1807 convinced
that the protratted negotiations that led to the agreement were a surer
guarantee that the reforms would continue than if the Jadejas had been
induced to abandon the practice all at once in response to a British
mandate backed by arms. Their success was also guaranteed because
they were in consonance with the tenets of Hinduism and rooted in
humanity and natural parental instincts. In December 1808 he was
gratified to receive a letter from Vithalba Diwanji reporting that in the
past year twenty-two Jadeja girls had been preserved and only three
destroyed, and listing the names and villj^es of the fathers and in a few
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cases of the preserved girls as well." When he returned to Kathiawar in
1809, he met some of these girls. Writing to Duncan on Christmas Day,
1809, he described a recent trip to Dherole where a number of Jadeja
parents brought their preserved daughters to his tent. In a footnote
Edward Moor, the editor, adds that girls' mothers came also, though it
was unusual for Jadeja women to go out in this way, exhibited the girls
with fondness and pride, and thrust them into Walker's arms as "his"
children. In his judgment "the reform has completely taken root."^°

Walker retired and returned to England. Duncan died in 1811. It
became painfully obvious to their successors over the next five years or
so that the reforms were not working, and critical voices began to be
raised against what had been accomplished and the manner of accom
plishment. The Jadejas did little to police themselves. The penalties
they were supposed to impose on transgressors included an outcasting.
But no one was outcasted, which is not surprising since the judges were
also a party to the dispute. Nor did the British impose any punishments
except for fining the Jam of Nawanagar 5000 rupees in 1811.'*^ The
Resident at Baroda was supposed to send annual reports to Bombay on
the progress of the reform, but these reports were not always sent. Nor
was he encouraged to leave headquarters to tour Jadeja territory. No
wonder that Walker's successor as Resident at Baroda, James Rivett
Carnac, had to report on 18 July, 1816, that in the years since the
Jadejas had signed their agreements with Walker only 15 girls had been
preserved. A year later, on 20 June, 1817, Capt. Ballantine, an officer
serving under Carnac, sent him a list of all the Jadeja families in
Kathiawar. Only 63 females were listed.''^
Carnac su^ested remedial measures. He proposed that since Morvi
had preserved his daughters who were now of marriageable age, the
British government should contribute to the expense of their marrij^e
both as a way of rewarding Morvi and in order to set an example to the
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others. But the Bombay Presidency turned the plan down, arguing that
to follow Carnac's suggestion would be like opening floodgates. Other
Jadejas would start clamoring for financial help in getting their girls
married, and those who at present did not engage in female infanticide
might start threatening to do so unless the government agreed to defray
marriage expenses of the preserved girls.^'
The following month, on 16 September 1816, Carnac wrote to the
chief secretary at Bombay that the Gaikwar had posted mehtas or agents
in Jadeja territories to report cases of infanticide, but these mehtas were
rightly seen as spies on the personal lives of the Jadejas, their job being
to find out which of the women were pregnant or had given birth, and
therefore they should be removed. Instead, a reward should be offered
to anyone who could provide evidence about female infanticide, the
money coming out of fines levied on culprits. Both the fines and
rewards ought to be on a sliding scale, higher if the Jam of Nawanagar
were convicted, lower if one of the lesser Jadeja families was involved.
Carnac added that if accusations were proved to have been leveled
falsely, the accuser should be severely punished. He concluded by
saying that he realized that his plan was not very good, but it was better
than no plan at all.'"
Once again the government turned it down. Instead, it suggested
that now that its rule over Gujarat was more secure, Carnac should use
his stronger position to enforce agreements relating to female infanti
cide more strictly.''^
Questions also began to be raised about the kind of agreements
that Duncan and Walker had secured with the Rajkumars and Jadejas
respectively. Newly arrived missionaries, even as they helped create the
myth that British rulers in India were motivated by a moral, reformist
vision, also questioned the wisdom of these administrators in agreeing
to sign treaties which were worded in such a way that it seemed as if the
British adhered to Hindu religious principles and accepted the validity
of Hindu scriptural texts in the same way that the Hindus did. Both
John Wilson and John Cave-Brown complained that when the Rajku
mars of Jaunpur agreed to give up female infanticide because the British
had convinced them that the Brahma Vyvanta Purana prohibited the
« WHson, Hiaory, 96-101.
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practice, an impression was created that the British were advocating a
faith in Hindu scriptures. They were descending to the level of the
Indians instead of preserving their Christian superiority and maintain
ing that the act was being banned because it was evil according to
Christian doctrine, not because it was contrary to Hinduism.^'
In the meanwhile Walker, leading a retired life in England but still
keeping in touch with Indian affairs, addressed two memoranda, in July
and August, 1819, respectively, to the East India Company. He advised
the British to avoid coercion and a violation of the feelings of Indians
when dealing with cases of female infanticide. Instead, he recommended
that British administrators should make themselves totally available to
the Jadejas, visit them in their villages, mix and socialize with them, and
use every opportunity to talk about the evils of child killing. Such
intimate contacts with the Jadejas would also help uncover cases of
infanticide which the administrators could then prosecute. Walker also
recommended the giving of small, inexpensive gifts like a turban, a
snuff box, or a pair of spectacles every time a British official visited a
Jadeja family which had preserved a daughter. He further recom
mended that Jadeja women be enlisted in the fight against the killing of
baby girls. The natural human attachments that those Jadejas who had
preserved their daughters had developed towards these girls should be
exploited. His 1807 agreement with the Jadejas should be circulated
among all of them once again and a public proclamation be made.
Walker went on to say that to the extent possible, inquiries into
whether infanticide had occurred should be conducted by the Indians
themselves through
panchayats or village courts, and the panchayat
should also impose the penalty. But the penalty should not be too
severe at first, since this crime had been engrained in Jadeja society. If
the penalty, even if not severe, were accompanied by disgrace and a
shaming of the culprit, that would be far more efficacious. Jadejas who
preserved their daughters should be rewarded with praise and perhaps
a suitably engraved medal; the award of the medal should be turned
into a big public event. The Resident at Baroda should report on female
infanticide among the Jadejas every three months; he should submit a
repon even if there was nothing to report, since such a requirement
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would keep the subject alive in the minds of people and lead to greater
vigilance/'
Finally Walker said that though he was against the use of force and
never exercised any while he was on his tour of Kathiawar in 1807, he
realized that the authority of the government must be maintained, and
would therefore advocate force but only as a last resort and when
absolutely necessary/'
Walker's memoranda Contained a wealth of detailed, practical,
commonsensical recommendations made by a man who knew what he
was talking about. But the East India Company showed no great
alacrity in transmitting them to Calcutta, and there were further delays
between Calcutta and Bombay, Bombay and Baroda. When they were
finally considered, they did not meet with much favor. The ostensible
reason was that conveyed in u letter that Major LeGrand Jacob,
political agent in Kathiawar, sent to the government of the Bombay
Presidency on 23 October 1841. The jobs of British officials had
become so multifarious, he explained, that it was not possible for them
to devote all their attention to the problem of female infanticide or
spend long weeks on tours getting to meet Jadeja families in their
homes.^' Walker, that is to say, was drawing upon his experiences of a
time when an Englishman, not yet saddled with bureaucratic and
administrative responsibility, could go out into the field, meet Indians
without any barriers, and talk to them on a human level. Jacob was
representing a situation where office work, administrative chores, racial
barriers, and barriers of hierarchy and position made such contacts
increasingly difficult.
But there is perhaps another, unstated, reason why Walker's
memoranda gained so little favorable attention. By the 1820s the
British, who had felt insecure of their hold over India at the beginning
of the century and, fearing that their use of force might foment
disaffection, had preferred diplomacy to force as a way of gaining
control, had become so confident of their rule that they were no longer
afraid to use force in order to impose their will. We have noted how
the missionaries criticized Walker and Duncan for agreements that
seemed as though they accepted the validity of Hindu scriptures, and
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how the government advised Carnac to use more strong-arm methods.
In the teens and twenties of the nineteenth century the feeling grew
among the British that the praaitioners of female infanticide were too
morally insensitive to give it up on their own, as Walker had hoped,
and needed to be coerced through stiff penalties. In 1834 Willoughby,
who was then Political Agent in Kathiawar, found that the Raja of
Rajkot had destroyed his newborn daughter. Thereupon he not only
proceeded to fine Rajkot so heavily that the state was bankrupted, but
also heaped all manner of obloquies and humiliations on him in order
to make him an example to the other Jadejas. The tactic worked, for no
cases of female infanticide were detected thereafter.
In this more aggressive, more imperialistic atmosphere Walker's
recommendations, however level-headed and commonsensical—and
perhaps because they were so level-headed and commonsensical—must
have appeared to be too liberal to be effectual, too concerned with
treating Indians as people and on terms of equality. The reception of
Walker's views on the suppression of female infanticide is a good gauge
of the firming of imperial notions at the end of the long eighteenth
century. Ironically, it was precisely this firming that succeeded in
instituting reforms where the earlier liberal and more humane approach
had failed and led to the view that the Raj was characterized by "ethical
responsibility." Willoughby ended an evil practice that Walker could
not, though Walker had a greater understanding of and better relations
with the Jadejas than Willoughby did. The hardline imperialists of the
1830s and 1840s recognized this, and while elevating Walker to a
legendary status, turned a deaf ear to his suggestions.

